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ENTREPRENEURSHIP AVENUE is Europe’s largest student-
focused startup event series. It is a journey through entrepreneurship 
that starts with a series of five LAB sessions and ends with a dynamic 
CONFERENCE.

Designed to inspire, encourage, and support young people to join the 
startup scene, the Entrepreneurship Avenue connects students with 
founders, investors, and mentors, providing the foundation that turns 
ideas into viable businesses.

RUDOLF DÖMÖTÖR
DIRECTOR ECN

The means of delivery may have changed, yet the 
Entrepreneurship Avenue stays true to its mission: 
to inspire, encourage and support young people to 
start their own business. Since its premiere in 2014 
more than 9,000 students from about 100 different 
universities have taken part in it and almost 250, 
mostly cross-disciplinary, student startup teams 
have been formed.

This year we broke the 10,000 participants limit – 
although the 7th edition of the program could not 
be run as in previous years. When the pandemic 
lead to lockdowns all over Europe mid-March, we 
were even considering calling the Avenue 2020 
off completely. We asked ourselves: Is it possible 
to convert it into an online program? Does that 
make any sense at all for a program that has so 
far thrived on the personal, direct interaction of 
everyone involved? Will our partners, speakers and 
mentors move along?

I am delighted that the organizing team has taken 
on this challenge in an entrepreneurial manner. 

Within just a few weeks, they redesigned the 
Entrepreneurship Avenue into an all-online program. 
They quickly realized that this changeover was 
not only a difficulty, but also brought with it many 
new opportunities. A look at the participants in the 
LAB series and the registrations to the Conference 
shows that the Avenue has become even more 
diverse and international than in previous years. 
The experiences and learnings that have been 
built up in the past few months will definitely shape 
our event series in the coming years.

In place of the whole organizing team from, I would 
like to express my gratitude to the head organizers 
of the Avenue 2020, Katharina and Philipp. Kudos 
for successfully accomplishing a task that even 
seemed unrealistic in the meantime!
I wish you all keep up the entrepreneurial Avenue 
spirit!

Stay entrepreneurial AND safe,
RUDOLF DÖMÖTÖR, DIRECTOR ECN

A NOTE FROM THE ORGANIZERS



Dear guests, 

we are very happy to welcome you to the Entrepreneurship Avenue Conference 2020!
Due to the outbreak of Covid-19, we had to adapt quickly and decided to do the 
Entrepreneurship Avenue online. This was a challenge, but also an opportunity for 
our whole team to be as creative and innovative as a startup, by making the shift to 
online within just a few weeks!

Over the past months a team of more than 20 students has dedicated their voluntary 
time to this project. We are extremely proud of what our team has accomplished and 
how they took on the challenge of moving the Entrepreneurship Avenue online. Not 
only the team - joint forces of ECN & SIMC - but also our partners and  supporters  
contributed  to  the  success  of  the  Entrepreneurship  Avenue.  Therefore,  we would 
like to take the opportunity to thank all contributors for their commitment, motivation 
and support!

Today at the conference you get the chance to get inspired by national and 
international speakers, meet startups, learn new skills in workshops, watch an exciting 
pitch competition and network with other visitors. At online events the interactive 
component often gets lost. However, this is not the case here. We want you to have 
the real experience of a conference, walking through a fair and checking out speakers 
on different stages.

Don’t miss the chance to meet new and like-minded people, maybe even your future 
employer or co-founder. A lot of interesting startups and corporates are here today, 
waiting for you to make the first step and visit them at their virtual table. 

We wish you a great day at the conference!

Kathi & Philipp

KATHARINA PILZ
HEAD ORGANIZER

PHILIPP KALTENBÖCK
HEAD ORGANIZER



agenda CONFERENCE
JUNE 2ND @ 4:00 PM



online experience
On our website, we try to offer you the same experience you would have during 
a real event. You are able to network with partners, learn new skills in workshops, 
meet startups and of course get inspired by national and international speakers. 
Here you will find a short overview of the main functions our website has to offer.

Overview

On the overview page you can see the entire Agenda including additional information about our 
speakers. Additionally, you’ll find our reception here. In case you have any questions or want some 
tips where to go, just have a chat with one of our EA team members! 

live streams

In our streaming rooms you can watch our four 
livestreams. Just klick on the “Streams” tab and choose 
the stage you want to watch. Below the stage you’ll 
find   the   Agenda   for   this  stage and on the right 
side you can see our   Slido.com   integration.   You can 
ask the speakers questions here   and   participate   in   
polls during the live stream. You can also upvote the 
questions you are most interested in and increase the 
chance of the question being asked by doing so.

exhibition

In the exhibition room we offer you the opportunity to 
chat with our partners and   startups   during   dedicated 
networking   times.   If   you   click   on   a table,  you  can 
see more  information about   the   people   waiting   
there   and start a video chat via Whereby. In case the 
room is full, you can try again later!

socializing

If you just want to chat with others about different topics you can also go to the socializing tab and 
have a chat with up to three other people there! Of course you don’t need to stick to the topics 
given and can talk about whatever you like!



speakers TECH STAGE

Bear Douglas | Slack 

Bear Douglas leads Developer Relations at Slack, where she and her team help developers build 
more pleasant and productive ways to work. Before Slack, she led the Developer Relations teams 
for the mobile and data platforms at Twitter, and worked on native mobile DevRel at Facebook 
and Parse. She’s passionate about developer experience, great documentation, and a cappella 
music.

Karl-Johan Sørensen | SAGA
 

Karl-Johan Sørensen is the founder of SAGA Space Architects. He is passionate about Conceptual 
Design, Computational Design and Digital fabrication. Furthermore, he is an alumnus from the  
International Space University and Danish Academy of Fine Arts.

sargun kaur | byteboard
 
Sargun Kaur is the CEO and co-founder of Byteboard, project-based interview platform that 
assesses for engineering skills that are used on the job. Byteboard has been adopted by Lyft, 
Robinhood, Betterment, and many other growing startups. Prior to starting Byteboard, she was a 
software engineer on the Google Photos team, focusing on building features for the Gallery (home 
tab) and improving the Photos app experience for users in lower-connectivity areas around the 
world. Sargun holds a degree in Computer Science from UC Berkeley and is a Forbes 30 under 30 
Honoree. When not working, she challenges her design skills and runs an online stationery company.

Florian Neukart | vw group
 
Dr. Florian Neukart is the director of Volkswagen Group Advanced Technologies and an assistant 
professor for quantum computing at Leiden University. Before his current post, he was a principal 
scientist at the Volkswagen Group of America, and the CTO of Volkswagen Group’s Data:Lab 
in Munich. He made various contributions to the fields of mathematics and computer science, 
specifically in optimization, quantum computing, and bio-inspired algorithms. Florian holds a Ph.D. 
in quantum computing and artificial intelligence from the University of Brasov, as well as degrees in 
information technology and computer science. He is the author of the books “Humankind’s Hunger 
for Energy: The journey of a million years, from using flints to harvesting galaxies” and “Reverse 
Engineering the Mind: Consciously acting machines and accelerated evolution”.



panelTECH STAGE

chris tockner  | NOVID-20
 
In his position as Managing Director of the NGO NOVID20, Chris worked the last 3 months to fight 
COVID19, after helping to fund startups with the primeCROWD network for 1,5 years. 
Through his 5+ years experience in startups (Fintech, EdTech, SportsTech and Social Impact) he 
knows which traits a startup needs to develop and how to execute

gerald sendera | sba research
 
Gerald graduated in law at the University of Vienna (Mag.iur) in 2001 and has been working in IT 
since 2004 in different functions. During his career he completed technical certification trainings 
for vendor solutions such as Avaya, Cisco or Oracle. He is CIS-certified Data Protection Officer and 
was awarded the Privacy Professional certification at Sigmund Freud University Vienna’s Training 
Academy

Patrick Pirchegger | a1
 
Having gained diverse international professional experience in the private and public sector 
amongst others at the Austrian Embassy in Bangkok, Mondi and OMV, the WU alumnus decided 
to further pursue his career at A1. At A1 Innovation he is the lead for startup partnerships with 
currently more than 20 active cooperations in the digital area. Therefore, he developed a broad 
understanding for the corporate and startup world and acts as a connector of those two sides 
during his experience in numerous digitalization projects.

Is data the cure for Corona?



speakers STARTUP STAGE

jubin honarfar | watchado 

Jubin Honarfar  is the co-Founder & CEO at whatchado. He is a true Viennese with Persian 
roots. Since 2010 he has been dealing with the topics “Change in the labor market through new 
generations” and employer branding. Honorfar is responsible for watchado’s strategic direction 
and leads a team of over 30 personalities with whom he wants to change the job market forever. 
As a university dropout, he was initially considered a system error. After a few years at the United 
Nations, he decided to turn his childhood idea into a reality with childhood friends: whatchado 
was born! This makes Jubin Honarfar a pioneer in this area. He was awarded many prizes, such as 
the German Prize for Online Communication, the HR Excellence Award, the Social Impact Award 
and the UN World Summit Award.  In addition to his work at whatchado, he is now a well-respected 
keynote speaker, start-up enthusiast and author.

benjamin ruschin | wearedevelOPERS
 
Benjamin Ruschin is Managing Director & Co-Founder of WeAreDevelopers, a global job 
marketplace for software developers and employers, and host of the world’s largest developer 
congress. Ben is an Advisory Board Member of the governmental organisation fit4internet, which 
was initiated by the Federal Minister of Digital & Economic Affairs, Dr. Margarete Schramböck. He 
is an Advisory Board Member of the NGOs “Ms. AI” and “Global Women in Tech”, and a Board 
Member of the Austrian Software Industry Association (VÖSI). Forbes has recognized him as one of 
the “30 Under 30” most successful young leaders in Austria.

ALEXANDER WEBER | N26 

Alex joined N26 in 2014 and is the longest serving team member after the founders. Initially, he 
led the efforts in obtaining the European banking licence for N26, then he worked as Director 
of International Expansion, where he was incharge of making N26 available in multiple markets 
across Europe. More recently, he has been appointed as Chief Growth Officer to bring together the 
Marketing and more international teams under a new Growth division with the common focus of 
continuing the N26 growth strategy. 



panelSTARTUP STAGE

Alfons Felice  | DirectSens
 
Alfons Felice is the Co-Founder and the CTO of DirectSens, the producer of 3rd generation 
biosensors. Early on during his undergraduate studies in biotechnology at the University of Natural 
Resources and Life Sciences in Vienna, Alfons Felice worked in the field of bioelectrochemistry. 
During his master thesis he became part of the development team of DirectSens and such has 
contributed to the company since 2009. He was involved in the basic research and has focused 
on his Ph.D. studies in the field of biochemistry and bioelectrochemistry in Vienna and Canada 
as a fellow of the Austrian academy of science. In 2015 he joined the executive team and is now 
responsible for the commercialization of the technology platform.

Moritz Lechner | Freebiebox
 
My name is Moritz Lechner, I am 16 years old and the founder of Freebiebox. I have been interested 
in economics since I am 6. In summer 2017 I had the idea to Freebiebox and didn´t think long about 
founding my own company and just did it. Since then a lot has changed. I started doing everything 
by myself and even sent out the boxes from my own room. Today I have 5 employees, my own office 
and could convince famous investors & brands of my idea.

Aneta Londova | moonshot pirates
 
Besides being a puppy lover, traveler, and chocolate addict, Anet is also a Co-Founder and Chief 
Buzz Creator at Moonshot Pirates. Together with her team, she is building a global movement 
encouraging young minds to dream big and to walk their own path by fostering moonshot thinking 
& sparking the entrepreneurial spirit. Anet is a branding and communications expert. She has 
organized global conferences and led branding teams at TEDx events. She is enthusiastic about 
innovation, exponential technologies, social entrepreneurship, and future-oriented education 
concepts. Anet’s rule for life is to have the courage to sail into unexplored waters, always be curious, 
and look for ways to contribute

When is the right time to found your startup?



speakers sustainability STAGE

matthias reisinger | aws 

Mathhias Reisinger is the head of Entrepreneurship and Creative Industries at aws. He co-founded 
the Impact Hub Vienna 10 years ago and was managing director until 2018. Impact Hub supports 
people with innovative ideas and social impact and has contributed substantially to establishing 
Social Business as a sector in Austria. Since the beginning of 2019, Matthias Reisinger heads the 
Department for Entrepreneurship and Creative Impact at aws (Austria Wirtschaftsservice GmbH), 
the promotion and innovation agency of the Republic of Austria. The aws awards extensive funding 
for innovations with a focus on the sustainability goals (SDGs) of the United Nations as well as for 
companies that cooperate with innovative and creative companies.

stefan ponsold | sunnybag
 
Stefan Ponsold is the CEO and Founder of SUNNYBAG, producer of revolutionary environmentally 
friendly solar backpacks. His company has gone a long way from a study project to having 
multiple sales locations, supplying major retail chains and winning various awards, including Fast 
Forward, Clean Tech Media Award, Primus Award and AidEX Award. Besides SUNNYBAG, he has 
also launched the kickstarter campaign for Exchimp, an all-in-one virtual headset. He possesses 
degrees from the University of Graz and FH CAMPUS 02.

SUSTAINABLE FOOD for the future



panelsustainability STAGE

Philipp Stangl | Rebel Meat  
 
Philipp’s first stop in the startup world was as co-founder and COO at the food e-commerce startup 
KochAbo, where he was responsible for operations and finance. After the sale of the company to 
a competitor, he worked in venture capital at Pioneers Ventures and Speedinvest for several years, 
where he accompanied over 40 investments in digital start-ups. Since 2019, he is back as a founder 
and works at Rebel Meat on the vision of a world in which meat consumption is sustainable.

katharina unger | livin farms

Born and raised in Austria, Katharina is currently living and working in both Hong Kong and Vienna. 
She is often described as a thought leader in the space of design for sustainability, food and 
agricultural innovation.She has worked as a design advisor and consultant in agencies and for 
her own clients in London, Hong Kong, Vienna, across the USA and Africa. Katharina has founded   
Livin Farms , a leading company  in the field of edible insects and novel food innovations. She 
has brought her own and her clients´products successfully from idea to market.  Katharina has 
given multiple lectures at universities and public events and is frequently booked as a lecturer, 
professional keynote speaker or for TV interviews worldwide. Katharina is Alumna of the US Fulbright 
Program and studied Industrial Design (Masters Degree) and Design for Social Impact in Europe 
and the US.  For her work, she was recently named on MIT´s list of Innovators under 35. She received 
the RedDot Design Award, the Braun Prize Sustainability Award, the Bio Art and Design Award, the 
Core 77 International Design Award, as well as numerous other awards and fellowships.

Meng Li  |  eat just
 
Dr. Meng Li holds a Ph.D. in Nutrition and Food Science from the University of Maryland in the USA. 
She is a Sr. Scientist & Interim Direct of the Food Science team at Eat JUST, Inc, a San Francisco 
foodtech startup. Eat JUST, Inc uses robotics, proprietary plant databases, artificial intelligence, 
and predictive modeling to scan and identify useful plant proteins. Meng leads JUST’s product R&D, 
including the company’s proprietary mung bean protein-based JUST Egg, and cultured Clean Meat. 
Prior to JUST, Meng worked as a researcher in FDA’s Center for Food Safety and Applied Nutrition, 
specializing in nanomaterials. During her graduate study, Meng invented a soy-based product for 
humanitarian purposes. She also participated in early-stage product prototyping of Beyond Meat 
when studying at the University of Maryland. Meng serves as an Editorial Board member for the 
Journal of Nutrition, Food Research and Technology and Journal of Food 
Processing & Technology



speakers creativity STAGE

luke robert mason | futures 

Luke Robert Mason is a media producer and curator of Futures. Throughout his career he has 
interviewed hundreds of the most well-known innovators in the fields of advanced science and 
emerging technology providing him with a unique perspective on how the future might unfold.As 
the Host of the FUTURES Podcast (2019 - Present) he meets the pioneers working to imagine the 
sorts of developments that might dramatically alter what it means to be human.As the Director 
of Virtual Futures (2011 - Present) he brings together artists, cultural theorists, fiction writers, and 
technologists to re-address the potential of looking at our futures through the lens of techno-
philosophy.He was the host of the Futurism documentary series ‘Science Nonfiction’ which followed 
his journey as he traveled across the USA to meet eight companies that were rewriting the rules of 
what’s possible. In each episode he learned about the development of technologies that once only 
existed in science fiction, but were now beginning to show up in our homes, cars, and workplaces.

deborah whitman | center for entrepreneurial studies |  stanford

Deborah Whitman is the director for The Center for Entrepreneurial Studies at Stanford Graduate 
School of Business, where she leads a team that provides programs and resources to enhance 
entrepreneurial learning at the GSB.  She had led product management teams in consumer and 
small business technology companies -- both start-ups and large firms including Adobe, Intuit, 
and Microsoft.  She holds an MBA from the Stanford Graduate school of Business and a BS from 
The University of Michigan.

dejan jovicevic | der brutkasten

Dejan Jovicevic is a visionary digital entrepreneur, start-up enthusiast and media manager. He is 
founder and CEO of der brutkasten, Austria’s multimedia platform for startups, the digital economy 
and innovation. Jovicevic started his career as a lawyer in a global law firm. His career took him 
further into the media industry, where he worked in various management positions, most recently as 
head of HR & Law in the “Presse” / WirtschaftsBlatt Media Group (Styria Media Group). Eventually, 
Dejan became an entrepreneneur himself and developed der brutkasten from a plain medium 
to an innovation platform with a multitude of services. Since then, he has successfully pursued a 
multi-channel strategy, offering his community video formats, podcasts and events in addition to 
print and online magazines. Currently der brutkasten focuses strongly on its job platform with a 
strong spotlight on finding jobs in startups and innovative companies. Following the principle “For 
the shapers of the future”. Dejan Jovicevic also teaches Media Innovation and is Vice Chairman of 
the 3rd Senate of the Austrian Press Council.

DANIEL CRONIN & MARKUS RAUNIG | AUSTRIAN STARTUPS

Future Weekly – the Startup Podcast, hosted by Markus Raunig and Daniel Cronin will record a 
special episode during the Entrepreneurship Avenue Conference including video! Don’t miss the 
chance to see two of our favorite figures from the Austrian startup scene discuss current news, take 
deep dives and make predictions about the future.



job chat

The EA Job Chat connects motivated students and young professionals with 
successful European startups. 

Did you already score an interview with one of our partners? Make sure to enter 
the online interview on time and make a good impression!

The following companies are participating in the Job Chat 2020:



AVENUE PITCH AWARD

The 10 best student startup teams

will show you how far they’ve grown through the LAB series, and will compete 
for the Avenue Pitch Award 2020!

ea 2020 STARTUP TEAMS

• SensoPack
• Worldtravela
• hafla
• Gamebate
• Playeco
• La Box
• FLINK
• Solardach
• Speaketto
• C:aire
• Epiclay
• GreenFox
• aeroSQAIR
• Tellomio
• SoundOff
• Collab
• EcoMap
• LYNX
• HealthBot
• FamCam

• Broc&Li
• SideKick
• Rush 2 You
• contractd
• QuestEd
• techwomen
• Althlteics
• MedHeroes
• Verco
• Happy Face Mask
• MediBrain
• MyAlpes
• Artheca
• Leather Tattoo
• Borderless Business
• tomorrow’s genAIRation
• Remember Names instantly
• KIWI Metal Systems



BECOME AN INVESTOR

Have you ever imagined yourself in the shoes of an investor who makes life changing 
decisions? Now is the chance to try it!  The Pitch Award this year has been reformatted 
due to Avenue going digital, but we are not taking away from you the possibility to 
engage into a fun activity of crowd voting!

How does it work?
On June 2 at 7pm 10 LAB-startup-teams will present their business idea pitches to the 
jury of active investors and prominent personalities from the Austrian entrepreneurial 
network, and you too have a chance to decide their fate! Tune in and vote for your 
favorite team on the Slido panel available during the Pitch Award on the bottom 
right corner of the page. You can vote only for 1 team, so make your choice wisely!

Every LAB-startup-team will show their business idea and explain their motivation 
in a 2-minute pitch-video, and the team  with  the  highest  number  of  audience 
votes  will win the crowdvoting award and receive cash prizes to support their future  
growth. So your choice can make the difference!

CONGRATULATIONS! YOU ARE NOW AN INVESTOR!



PITCH AWARD JURY

felix fein | Speedinvest 

Felix Fein is Associate at SpeedInvest, which is a European venture capital firm funding early-stage 
tech startups with a portfolio featuring companies such as bitpanda, zerolens and ready2order. For 
his favorite team Felix has prepared a personalized fundraising workshop tailored to the specific 
field and needs of the team.

karl schiller | aws
 
Karl Schiller from AWS, a federal development and financing bank, which is eager to sponsor start-
ups with business ideas applicable to diverse industries and sectors of the economy. AWS will offer 
an IP Strategy workshop for the top three teams.

daniel horak | startup 300
 
Daniel Horak is  Co-Founder & Managing Partner at the crowdinvesting platform CONDA, and 
Chief Sales Officer at zero21. Startup300 generously offers zero21 start-up membership for all the 
10 teams participating in the Pitch Award for the upcoming 6 months, and one team will get up to 
10,000 EUR investment! 

Jasmina Henniova | 3TS Capital Partners
 
Jasmina Henniova is active Investment Manager at 3TS Capital Partners, one of the leading 
European technology focused private equity and venture capital firms. Ms Henniova intends to 
provide a 1-hour mentoring session to the one start-up team she likes the most.

Besides the interactive audience voting adventure, we also managed to recruit a jury 
board of 9 amazing professionals from various investment funds and entrepreneurial 
think-tanks. So get ready to virtually meet …



PITCH AWARD JURY

Lisa-Marie Fassl | female founders 

Lisa-Marie Fassl is Co-Founder & CEO of Female Founders - one of the biggest entrepreneurial 
communities and think tanks dedicated to supporting female founders in Europe. Her favorite team 
will get a mentoring session aimed at optimizing their business model.

martin mertel | bdo
 
Martin Mertel is executive tax advisor at BDO, which offers a comprehensive range of audit, 
accounting, advisory and consulting services. BDO sponsors this year’s crowdvoting!

Patrick Pirchegger | a1
 
Patrick Pirchegger is an Innovation Manager at A1, which is the leading fixed and mobile network 
operator in Austria serving more than 5 million mobile customers. 

laura egg | aaia
 
Laura Egg is Managing Director at Austrian Angel Investors Association (AAIA), which is Austria’s 
leading network for angel investors with more than 200 members. Ms Egg’s favorite team will get 
the opportunity tp pitch at an exclusive AAIA member event.

Heinrich Prokop | clover clever
 
Heinrich Prokop is not only one of the star investor-judges on 2M2M, an iconic TV show from Puls4, 
but also a Director and a Co-Founder of CleverClover, an investment fund focusing on early stage 
start-ups developing ‘old economy’ business ideas. Mr Prokop’s favorite team is promised to spend 
a day with CleverClover’s management. 



startup fair

beeanco
With beeanco we offer the most innovative online market place for a conscious lifestyle. Here 
you can find products and services in all categories (these range from furniture, clothing 
and toys to capital investments, electricity providers, etc.). You can be sure to find the most 
sustainable alternative on the market.

nxtBase technologies 
nxtBase is a German startup that has been specialising in Augmented Reality since 2013. 
Since its foundation nxtBase has been working on Smartglasses applications for intralogistics, 
production, quality management and support; with the clear goal: “mobile, hands-free, 
voice-controlled applications and the development of a company internal knowledge 
management”.

rebel meat 
Rebel Meat develops delicious meat-reduced products from natural ingredients - 100% 
organic, 100% from Austria. The clear goal: to shape a future together with you, where quality 
comes before quantity. We have already stirred up the burger market with the Bio Burger 
Patties. And now it’s all about the sausage - more precisely the bratwurst. We also want to 
conquer the domestic grills with our sausages.

TU Wien Space Team 
The TU Wien Space Team is a student organisation focussing on aerospace projects. Its 
more than 100 voluntary members work on several complex engineering projects like rockets 
and their engines, small satellites and other aircraft. In close cooperation with more than 
50 partners and sponsors ambitious projects the entire lifecycle of aerospace products is 
covered, from design to project management, marketing and flight testing.

oida freizeit 
Are you also annoyed by the fact that you don’t know what to do because of all the offers? 
You want to do the coolest and hippest activity? With us you will always find the right activity. 
Our app will help you to organize your leisure time better.

pro glove 
Scanning solutions that enable workers to influence industry 4.0 and digital transformation: 
We build industrial wearables that are the lightest, smallest and toughest barcode scanners 
in the world, connecting the workforce to actionable information within the IIoT.



startup fair

Watchado 
With us you will find the job of your dreams. Our vision is to make you happy by finding the 
job that fits you perfectly. Our job platform is both innovative and intuitive. We know that 
most job advertisements look very similar and don’t give you any insight into the actual 
workday - that’s why we have people talking openly about what’s coolest about their job 
and the restrictions that come with it.

Bärnstein
Bärnstein is the first drink with green coffee and exquisite local ingredients from the St. Pölten 
start-up. With its caffeine, Bärnstein gives you the endurance you need every day. And it 
is also completely natural: Green coffee with the best Austrian ingredients results in a new, 
unique taste experience that is incomparable.

Blue Monday Project 
Welcome to the Blue Monday Project. Where we motivate people to a more sustainable 
lifestyle. Our mission is to fill knowledge gaps in the field of sustainability, motivate individuals 
and companies to act sustainably in order to create a climate-neutral world. With the Blue 
Monday Project we create a lifestyle. A sustainable lifestyle that is also made for our future. 
For the future of tomorrow.

Joy - Get Better Together 
Joy – Get Better Together is the global motivation and self-development network. Our app 
makes you achieve your dream life in a joyful, gamified, and highly social way. Like in SIMS, 
you will create your 3D avatar, but instead of virtual, it’s your real-life progress that will make 
you achieve rewards, skills, and friendships. Last year, we won the Avenue Crowd Award, and 
soon we launch our beta.

sunnybag 
SUNNYBAG offers solar bags, solar backpacks & solar chargers for environmentally friendly 
charging of mobile devices like smartphones or tablets. You like being outside and your 
everyday life offers potential to capture solar energy effortlessly on the side? It doesn’t matter 
whether you are in motion or not - it simply works. Even a little nap in the sun recharges your 
energy reserves - not only your own, but also those of your mobile devices. But only if you 
have your SUNNYBAG with you.

bitpanda 
At Bitpanda we are firm believers in the innovative power of cryptocurrencies, digitised assets 
and blockchain technology. Our mission is to tear down the barriers to personal finance 
and bring traditional financial products into the 21st century. Bitpanda is a fintech based 
in Vienna, Austria and has 1 million users and more than 160 team members. Bitpanda has 
grown into a popular trading platform for newbies and experts alike. Users can currently 
trade Bitcoin, Ethereum, gold and over 30 other digital assets.



partner fair

a1 
The A1 Telekom Austria Group is a leading provider of digital services and communications 
solutions in Central and Eastern Europe with more than 24 million customers, currently 
operating in seven countries. In Austria A1 supports young companies with the initiative “Start 
Up Campus” in the realisation of innovations by providing know-how and infrastructure, 
focusing especially on topics such as Industry 4.0 and Internet of Things.

bdo 
With a 50-year history, BDO Austria is one of the largest and most renowned auditing and 
tax consulting companies in Austria. Their versatility is reflected in a wide range of clients 
and includes family businesses, large national and international groups from all economic 
sectors as well as private foundations and clients. BDO convinces through its outstanding 
experience in advising innovation-oriented clients.

aws 
The aws Gründerfonds is an Austrian venture capital fund based in Vienna. As a co-investor, 
it primarily participates in high-growth start-ups in the initial growth phase and offers 
financing as a long-term partner. The main objective is to provide the portfolio companies 
with the best possible support on their way to market and sustainable growth as well as to 
accompany them on a partnership basis at eye level.

erste bank 
Erste Bank der österreichischen Sparkassen AG (Erste Bank Oesterreich), together with the 
Sparkassen, forms one of the largest banking groups in Austria. With the Erste Hub/BeeOne, 
they are striving to provide Erste Group’s customers with a first-class customer experience 
across all sales channels fostering product development and innovation. Currently, the 
Erste Hub teams are working on approximately 15 projects that will be implemented in Erste 
Group’s banks in the coming months.

DIAMOND Partners

WORKSHOPS
Successful Collaboration of Startups and Corporates 
Corporates are facing various challenges and need to rapidly adapt in the so-called VUCA  
(Volatility,  Uncertainty,  Complexity,  Ambiguity)  world.  A1  is  taking  the technological  
developments  in  particular  5G  and  IoT  as  a  chance  to  enter  new business areas 
and transform its organization. Together with partners like startups as an external trigger 
for innovation these opportunities can be exploited in order to create sustainable value for 
customers.



partner fair

GOLD Partners

Silver Partners

wirtschaftsagentur vienna
The Vienna Business Agency offers a “360° service” for companies in Vienna. This includes 
support and advice, workshops and further coaching for start-ups, assistance in the search 
for a business or office space, contacts to potential partners in the technology scene or the 
creative industries.

tecnet equity
Expertise in both the technological and economic fields is essential to secure the idea’s best 
possible future. As a strategic partner, tecnet equity finances young tech-companies and 
companies with innovative business ideas through venture capital. As a classic early-stage 
investor, they have been an active part of the Austrian start-up scene for many years.

herbst kinsky
Herbst Kinsky Rechtsanwälte GmbH is a renowned Austrian business law firm with offices 
in Vienna and Linz. Its main areas of practice include venture capital & start-up, financing, 
M&A, private equity and capital markets with a focus on innovative growth companies. 
Herbst Kinsky are proven experts in Austrian capital market law and represent issuers and 
issuing banks in share and bond issues. .

AN INTRODUCTION TO VALUATION
Learn from our BDO experts in a case study workshop the process of evaluating a company 
according to various valuation methods. After a brief presentation of the content,  you  slip  
into  the  role  of  a  private  equity  investor  and  make  important decisions  in  connection  
with  investment  opportunities.  Prepare  yourself  for  an exciting workshop in which you 
master various tasks in small groups and in the end decide which companies you would 
invest in.

accent 
Accent acts as the „Tough Tech Business Incubator” of the province of Lower Austria. The 
aim of accent is to provide the optimal platform to start out as a highly innovative start-up 
in Lower Austria and to accompany founders in the best possible way. In addition to initial 
financial support, we offer intense coaching and selected educational impulse sessions 
through our experienced team of start-up specialists. We deploy our networks in order to 
obtain support for startups in political and industrial realms. This technical and financial 
support creates an excellent basis for successful business development.

WORKSHOPS



lab recap

lab speakers

• Stefan Jung
• Katharina Binder
• Trevor Traina
• Sandra Falkner
• Hannah Wundsam 

demo day jury

• Thomas Ecker  |  TECNET EQUITY

• Jasmin Moradzadeh  |  AWS

• Georg Posch  |  WIRTSCHAFTSAGENTUR WIEN

• Thomas Fischer |  BDO

• Hannah Wundsam |  AUSTRIAN STARTUPS

• Patrick Pirchegger |  A1

pitch trainers

• Alex De Jong
• Florian Kandler
• Davorin Barudzija
• Christian Strobl

• Stefan Atz
• Michael Kowatschew
• Peter Buchroithner
• Filip Lalic

5 online labs
50+ ideas from 9 countries
500+ participants
5 speakers, 23 mentors, 8 pitch trainers

The Entrepreneurship Avenue LAB series has the purpose to offer students a platform for developing 
and refining an idea, finding the right team and connecting with mentors and supporters. It is also 
entirely organized by students, who have found themselves challenged by current circumstances. 
Switching the entire series online on short notice was no easy feat, yet this made us rethink the entire 
format and could even have a lasting positive impact.
More than 50 ideas from students from 9 different countries were pitched online during the Idea 
Presentation, out of which 33 teams formed to compete for the Pitch Award. Those teams received 
mentoring and pitch training, while strenuously working on their ideas for the past six weeks. As the 
highlight of our Conference and the grande finale of our LAB series, the 10 best teams will face a 
top-notch jury and compete for the Avenue Pitch Award 2020!

Stay entrepreneurial AND safe,
RUDOLF DÖMÖTÖR, DIRECTOR ECN



mentors

• Frank Owen
• Florian Steinhart
• Mahdis  Gharaei
• Christopher Hauff
• Felix Hlatky
• Michael Manges
• Manfred Strasser
• David Khassidov
• Markus Raunig
• Thomas Ecker

• Carlos Fernández 
        De Retana
• Christian Laurer
• Florian Schirg
• Georg Weber
• Gregor-Robert Posch
• Jürgen Jelly
• Marko Ertl
• Martin Mertel
• Patrick Pirchegger

• Petra Haslinger
• Thomas Spring
• Stefanie Beßler
• Andreas Kotal
• Barbara Havel
• Selma Prodanovic
• Julia Haitzmann
• Christian Schimper
• Andreas Lechner

about the ea

The student organization of WU’s SIMC Master 
programme
SIMConnect aims to build the community around 
the MSc in Strategy, Innovation & Management 
Control and connects its students with the 
program’s alumni, faculty and external partners. 
The organization consists of 6 departments with 
their own responsibility offering a wide variety of 
activities and services, such as the organization 
of workshops, speeches and trainings with 
corporate partners, as well as the hosting of 
social events for the active student and alumni 
communities. 
Furthermore, SIMConnect represents the 
students‘ voice to the faculty to co-create an 
outstanding master program.

MORE INFO:
www.simc.at 
facebook.com/simc.connect 
instagram.com/simconnect_

SIMCONNECT

The Entrepreneurship Center Network (ECN) 
an inter-university platform aimed at raising 
awareness of entrepreneurship among students.

The ECN connects students from different 
universities and disciplines and provides them 
with startup related know-how and useful tools. 

The mission is to sustainably increase the 
number of startups out of universities. Member 
universities are: Akademie der bildenden Künste, 
BOKU, Meduni, TU, Vetmed Uni and WU.

MORE INFO:
www.ecn.ac.at 
facebook.com/ecnetwork.at

the entrepreneurship 
center network



the ea team 2020

katharina pilz
head organizer

philipp kaltenböck
head organizer

Isabella egger
marketing coordinator

monique schlömmer
website coordinator

laura fraissl
startup fair & job chat

marco hans
front end development

gerics boldizsar
startup fair & job chat

patricia konrath
backend development

anastasiia pyliaieva
investors

aneta vrabelova
agenda & speakers

christina vollmer
investors

pavel gorbachev
agenda & speakers

daniel eisenkölbl
labs

matthias hausberger
labs

anastasia meshkova
labs

Tina reitmeier
labs

dino čordalija
labs

daniel h. logar
online marketing

stefanie werderits
online marketing

anna kirnbauer
partners

sara kozadra
offline marketing

sebastian wecko
partners



our partners



www.entrepreneurshipavenue.com

Do you want to be part of next year’s 
Entrepreneurship Avenue team?

Get in touch with us online!


